Oakfields Services - Teesside
Dear Sir / Madam
We would like to introduce our new engine cleaning and detox service, for both trade and public
customers.
Our new engine cleaning equipment utilises the latest in Hydrogen Cleaning Technology, to remove
harmful carbon deposits, which builds up within the vehicles engine, which in effect giving your
engine the detox it deserves.
The process involves injecting small quantities of hydrogen in to the engine intake, and running the
engine for approx. 30 minutes to remove carbon deposits via the exhaust system.
This process allows cleaning from the inlet system to the exhaust system, parts such as the Inlet
Manifold, Cylinder Head, EGR's, DPF Filters are cleansed without any intrusive labour and without
interference or damage to the engine.
This service is suitable for all Petrol and Diesel (Heavy Oil) powered machinery, whether it is a
family car, lorry, tractor or performance car.
-

Cars
4x4's
Light Commercials
HGV Trucks
Horse Boxes
Motorhomes
Motorcycles

It can also be utilised on Plant Hire Equipment, Rail Engines, Aviation Engines, Military or Marine
(Marinised) Engines, basically if it is Petrol or Diesel (we can clean it 99% of the time).
Fundamentally any vehicle or power packs, with a petrol or diesel engine, from 1,000cc to
13,000cc.
We offer a choice of locations, at either our premises or a location of your choice, whether that is
your office, work site or home. Our mobile service is designed to ensure minimal disruption to you.
The system can detox or cleanse, the following parts, which can lead to potentially expensive
repairs and issues such as:-

Diesel Particle Filters (DPF Filters)
Turbo Issues
Cylinder Head Carbonisation
Exhaust Gas Re-Circulation Valve
Inlet Manifold
Injector Problems
Turbo Waste Gate Problems
Catalytic Convertors
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These problems may be solved or cured by our service, if the cause is carbonisation, future
preventative maintenance (can be scheduled as part of an annual service), and this can also help
prevents carbon build up in the future.
This service is a cost effective solution to car tuning, improving performance, improving mpg and
fuel efficiency depending on driving style, without expensive labour charges and parts bills, without
the use of harmful chemical or additives, or component modifications (high insurance costs).
If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Oakfields Services –
Teesside, on 01642 956110 to discuss your requirements further.
Yours sincerely

Mr Michael Lopez
Owner of Oakfields Sevrices
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